Abstract We study the production of charmed baryons in the antiproton-proton and antiproton-nucleus interactions within a fully covariant model that is based on an effective Lagrangian approach. The baryon production proceeds via the t-channel D Keywords antiproton collisions with proton and nuclei, charm baryon, and charm-baryon hypernuclear production
Introduction
Several interesting and intriguing questions in hadron physics can be elucidated by experiments involving medium-energy antiproton (p) beams on fixed-targets. The futureP AN DA ("antiproton annihilation at Darmstadt") experiment at the underconstruction antiproton and ion research facility (FAIR) in Darmstadt, Germany, will perform such studies at the beam momenta ≤ 15 GeV/c [1] . This includes measurements of the charm-meson and charm-baryon production in the antiproton (p) collisions with protons and nuclei at the beam momenta ≤ 15 GeV/c. The accurate knowledge of the charm-mesonDD (D 0 D 0 and D − D + ) production cross sections is important because the charmonium states above the open charm threshold will generally be identified by means of their decays toDD channels [2] .
Studies of production and spectroscopy of charm-baryons (e.g. Λ Fig. 1 Graphical representation of the model used to describe the charmed baryon and charmbaryon hypernuclear production inpp andpA collisions. In case of thepp collision the Λ + c is a free particle in the final state, while in case of thepA collision it gets captured to one of the nuclear orbits leading to the hypernucleus F (= Λ there are more possibilities of orbital excitations (baryon resonances) due the presence of three quarks. At higherp beam momenta at theP AN DA facility the yields of the channels with charm-baryons exceed those of the charm-meson channels by factors of 3-4, which is confirmed by calculations reported in Refs. [3, 4, 5, 6] .
The Λ + c − N interaction has come in focus after discoveries of many exotic hadrons [e.g, X(3872), and Z(4430)] by the Belle experiments [7] . Because performing scattering experiments in this channel is not feasible for the time being, a viable alternative to determine this interaction is provided by the studies of the Λ + c hypernuclei that can be done by thep induced reactions on nuclei at theP AN DA facility. In the past the studes of the Λ-and Ξ-hypernuclear states have provided important information about the Λ − N and Ξ − N interactions, respectively [8, 9] . The existence of the Λ In this contribution, we present some results of our investigations of the production of charmed baryons in the antiproton-proton interactions and of the charm-baryon hypernucleus
O in thep -
16 O collisions, within a fully covariant model that is based on an effective Lagrangian approach.
Results and Discussions

Production of charmed baryons inpp collisions
We have calculated the cross sections of theΛ Interestingly, we notice in the lower panel that, even though forp lab beyond 14 GeV/c the individual contributions of the D 0 exchange terms are at least one order of magnitude smaller, they still influence the total cross sections significantly through the interference terms that are destructive in this case. vertices, they have spinors for the bound proton in the initial state and bound Λ + c in the final state. These are the solutions of the Dirac equation for a bound state problem in the presence of external potential fields. They are calculated within the QMC model. In this model [14] , quarks within the non-overlapping nucleon bags (modeled using the MIT bag), interact self-consistently with the isoscalar-scalar (σ) and isoscalar-vector (ω) mesons in the mean field approximation. The self-consistent response of bound quarks to the mean σ field leads to a new saturation mechanism for nuclear matter. For a comprehensive review of this model and its applications, we refer to Ref. [15] .
Production of charm-baryon hypernucleus
The QMC model predicts three bound states for the charm-baryon hypernucleus , 0s
), and (0p
), respectively. Cross sections to the higher J state of each configuration are shown in the upper panel while those to lower J in the lower panel. We see that for each particle-hole configuration, the state with higher J has larger cross section. Forp beam momenta of interest to theP AN DA experiment (between 8 -15 GeV/c), the magnitudes of 0
• differential cross sections vary between 1.5 -3.8 µb/sr, and 5.0 -11.0 µb/sr for states 0 − and 1 − , respectively, of the configuration (0p ), it varies between 0.9 -2.8 µb/sr, and 1.6 -6.0 µb/sr, respectively. These are relatively substantial values.
Conclusion
We investigated the production of charmed baryons,Λ 
